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Couture Show at Hôtel d’Evreux, Place Vendôme— Paris Fashion Week 

Paris, France September 30, 2018 —  Opening Day of Paris Fashion Week SS 2019 — 

Fashion Week Studio had the honor of hosting one of the most anticipated shows of the 

season, The Couture Show. The never-ending glamor of these five designers, each 

showcasing their unique talents in the world of Couture, stole the night.  

The show began with incredible Egyptian Designer Sara Onsi who debuted her new 

collection of stunning gowns. Each design was more elegant and jaw-dropping than the 

last, each piece so meticulously detailed and carefully crafted that it appeared as if they 

were handmade for each model. It was apparent that this collection was made for 

strong women who will not be lost in a crowd, just like the designer. The cut of the 

designs were clearly made with intention to highlight the natural shape of the women 

wearing them, and the adornments included handmade embroidery, lace and cutouts 

carefully crafted to achieve a strong silhouette. We are sure that this is only the 

beginning for Sara Onsi and that there is many more years of wonder to come.  

Indonesian Designer Melia Wijaya presented her newest couture gown collection. Every 

season Melia releases something that breaks the mold of Couture and this year was no 

different. Her gowns were detailed and unique in their own way, between the 

embroidering and the deep colors these dresses are like none other. Different selections 



of fabric were masterfully layered onto each other, a talent of Melia’s that not surprising 

due to her many years of excellency and education at ESMOD in Paris.  

The Award-Winning Designer Miriam Budet produced not only an incredible Ready-to-

Wear line this season, but also debuted a breathtaking Couture collection for the first 

time in Paris. Each piece was expertly crafted to be elegant and feminine while at the 

same time edgy and relaxed - the essence of her brand staying fully intact. Black, white, 

cream and stripes dominated the runway, accompanied by carefully selected pops of 

color. Miriam Budet was the first Puerto Rican Designer to present at Paris Fashion 

Week and it is certain she won’t be stopping anytime soon. 

The fourth designer of the evening quite literally starstruck guests with her incredible 

jewelry line. Inspired by the meaning of Louella as "beautiful warrior”, the 

founder Joanne had a vision to introduce the trendy fine jewelry line expressing the 

natural beauty of the modern woman. Maison Louella's designs and products feature 

artisan craftsmanship mixed with selected collection of pearls, precious stones, 

gemstones, and precious metals - a winning combination that left the guests yearning 

for more. 

At the closing of the Couture Show the public was blinded by a shining GLAUDI 

collection created by cosmopolitan Los Angeles-based designer, Johana Hernandez. 

The line is specifically geared towards figure-flattering designs, which are the perfect 

choice for walking down the aisle as well as formal and red carpet events. Glaudi 

dresses are a perfect unity of fashion, beauty, sophistication and sexiness, which made 

every woman’s and man’s heart during the show beat faster.  

During the show the guests had the opportunity to enjoy musical performances of 

different styles which were highlighting the overall ‘fashion’ atmosphere of that 

spectacular Opening Day of Paris Fashion Week. The entertainment of the show began 

with the awe-inspiring Stacy Francis, who was the finalist and fan-favorite on the first 

season of The X Factor. Opera singer Sarah Shields then mesmerized the audience 

with her enchanting vocals played over the beautiful music composed by Kelvin Pimont. 

These performances surely were icing on the cake at Opening Day.  



Our show could not have been made possible without our incredible sponsors and huge 

thanks goes to them. Nina’s Marie Antoinette,  Moodiz Smoothies, Ladurée and Weleda 

filled the VIP guest goodie bags with an assortment of teas and sweet treats, and Aux 

Deux Canelés provided our guests with delicious Canelés to enjoy during the 

champagne mixer of our private show. The champagne was donated by the always 

fabulous Sonia Machado-Hines and Terence Bernie Hines of Black ++ Productions. The 

flowers provided by Sebastien Mengozzi made the already prestigious venue even 

more beautiful, while Les Fleurs C’est Lui transformed the drab look of an everyday step 

and repeat into a work of art with their glorious flower arch. Special thanks to Jannie 

Zenk from Make Up Art Academy for all of your hard work.


